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Abstract. Plateau’s problem is to find a surface with minimal area spanning a given boundary. In
1960, Reifenberg and Adams developed a definition for “span” using Cˇech homology, and variants
of this definition have been used ever sense. However, limitations of Cˇech homology resulted in the
lack of a natural definition for a boundary consisting of more than one component. The authors
avoided this problem in an earlier paper for codimension one surfaces using linking numbers to
define spanning sets. In this paper, we show how to use Cˇech cohomology to provide a similar
definition for all dimensions and codimensions.
Notation
If X Ă Rn,
‚ frX is the frontier of X ;
‚ X¯ is the closure of X ;
‚ X˚ is the interior of X ;
‚ NpX, ǫq is the open epsilon neighborhood of X ;
‚ HmpXq is the m-dimensional (normalized) Hausdorff measure of X ;
‚ If the Hausdorff dimension of X is m, then the core of X is the set X˚ :“ tp P X |HmpX X
Npp, rqq ą 0 for all r ą 0u.
1. Cohomological spanning condition
Let 1 ď m ď n and A Ă Rn. If R is a commutative ring and G is a R-module, let Hm´1pAq “
Hm´1pA;Gq (resp. H˜m´1pAq “ H˜m´1pA;Gq) denote the pm´1q-st (resp. pm´1q-st reduced1) Cˇech
cohomology group with coefficients in G. If X Ą A, and ι “ ιpX,Aq denotes the inclusion mapping
of A into X , let K˚pX,Aq denote the complement in H˜m´1pAq of the image of ι˚ : H˜m´1pXq Ñ
H˜m´1pAq. Call K˚pX,Aq the (algebraic) coboundary2 of X with respect to A.
1Let us agree for notational purposes that H˜0pHq “ 0 and that the inclusion ιpY,Hq of H into any set Y induces the
zero homomorphism ιpY,Hq˚ : H˜0pY q Ñ H˜0pHq.
2In the spirit of Reifenberg and Adams’s terminology “algebraic boundary.”
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Let L Ă H˜m´1pAqzt0u. We say that X is a surface with coboundary Ą L if K˚pX,Aq Ą L; in
other words, if L is disjoint from the image of ι˚.
For example, if L “ H, then every X Ą A is a surface with coboundary Ą L. If L ‰ H and X is a
surface with coboundary Ą L, then X does not retract onto A. If L “ H˜m´1pAqzt0u, then X is a
surface with coboundary Ą L if and only if ι˚ is trivial on H˜m´1pXq.
If A is homeomorphic to an pm ´ 1q-sphere, R “ G “ Z, L » t1,´1u is the set of generators of
H˜m´1pAq » Z and X Ą A is compact with HmpXq ă 8, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą L
if and only if X does not retract onto A. This is due to a theorem of Hopf [HW48].
More generally, if G “ R and A is an pm´1q-dimensional closed R-orientable (topological) manifold,
then there is a canonical choice for L, denoted LR “ LRpAq: Let Ai, i “ 1, . . . , k denote the
components of A, and for each i, let Li denote the image under the natural linear embedding
Hm´1pAiq ãÑ H
m´1pAq » ‘iH
m´1pAiq of the R-module generators of H
m´1pAiq » R. If m ą 1,
let LR “ YiLi. If m “ 1, define L
R to be the projection of YiLi onto the reduced cohomology
H˜0pAq.
A primary reason for considering the set LR is the following: If X is a compact R-orientable manifold
with boundary A, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą LR (Theorem 3.0.1.) If R “ Z, then X
need not be orientable. In fact, if X is any compact set which can be written as the union of A and
an increasing union of a sequence of compact manifolds with boundary Xi, such that BXiYA “ BBi
for a sequence tBiu of compact manifolds which tend to A in Hausdorff distance, then X is a surface
with coboundary Ą LZ (Theorem 3.0.3.) When n “ 3,m “ 2, this is the class of surfaces G found
in [Rei60].
Another feature of LR is the following gluing result: Suppose A “ A1Y¨ ¨ ¨YAk, where A1, . . . , Ak are
pm´ 1q-dimensional closed R-orientable manifolds, and every non-empty intersection of the Ai’s is
also a pm´ 1q-dimensional closed manifold. If for each i “ 1, . . . , k, Xi is a surface with coboundary
Ą LRpAiq, then X “ YiXi is a surface with coboundary Ą L
RpAq (Proposition 3.0.4.)
If A is a pn´2q-dimensional closed oriented manifold, then by Alexander duality X is a surface with
coboundary Ą LZ if and only if X intersects every embedding γ : >lj“1S
1 Ñ RnzA, l P N, such that
the linking number Lpγ,Aiq with some component Ai of A is ˘1, and such that Lpγ,Ajq “ 0 for
j ‰ i.
More generally, if A is any compact subset of Rn, we can view A as a compact subset of the n-sphere,
the 1-point compactification of Rn. Then by Alexander duality, the choice of L is equivalent to the
choice of a subset S of H˜n´m´1pS
nzAq. A compact set X is a surface with coboundary Ą L if and
only if X , viewed as a subset of Sn, intersects the carrier of every singular chain representing an
element S.
If U Ą A, let SpA,U,G,L,mq denote the collection of compact surfaces X Ă U such that X YA is
a surface with coboundary Ą L (w.r.t. G) and HmpXq ă 8.
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Examples 1.0.1.
(a) If A Ă R3 is the union of three stacked circles, explicitly A “ tpx, y, zq P R3 : x2` y2 “ 1, z P
t´1, 0, 1uu, then the surfaces X1 “ tpx, y, zq P R
3 : x2 ` y2 “ 1,´1 ď z ď 0u Y tpx, y, zq P
R
3 : x2 ` y2 ď 1, z “ 1u, X2 “ tpx, y, zq P R3 : x2 ` y2 “ 1, 0 ď z ď 1u Y tpx, y, zq P R3 :
x2`y2 ď 1, z “ ´1u and X3 “ tpx, y, zq P R
3 : x2`y2 “ 1,´1 ď z ď 1u are all surfaces with
coboundary Ą LZ. One can replace the cylinders with catenoids, and move the circles of A
up or down, in which case any of X1, X2 or X3 could be an area minimizer in SpA,R
3, LZ, 2q,
depending on the distance between the circles of A.
(b) If A Ă R3 is a standard 2-torus given parametrically by xpθ, φq “ pR`r cos θq cosφ, ypθ, φq “
pR` r cos θq and zpθ, φq “ r sin θ, and L Ă H1pA;Zq consists of a single element, the class of
the cocycle dual to a longitudinal circle φ “ const., then X Ą A is a surface with coboundary
Ą L if and only if X contains a longitudinal disk. If one replaces the minor radius r with a
function rpφq, then the set AYD, where D is the longitudinal disk at the narrowest part of
A, will be an area minimizer in SpA,R3, L, 2q.
This definition is the natural dual of the definition of a “surface with boundary Ą L” [Rei60] (see
also [Alm68].) Recall X is a (Reifenberg) surface with (algebraic) boundary Ą L if L is a
subgroup of the kernel of ι˚ : Hm´1pAq Ñ Hm´1pXq, where Hm´1 denotes Cˇech homology with
coefficients in some compact abelian group G. Given a choice of G and L, we call the collection of
surfaces with boundary Ą L, a Reifenberg collection. Reversing the variance has a number of
advantages:
(a) We permit G to be any R-module, not just a compact abelian group;
(b) The collection of non-retracting surfaces in Theorem 2 of [Rei60] is achieved as a single
collection, namely SpSm´1,Rn, LZ,mq;
(c) The sets X1, X2, X3 in Example (a) above are all surfaces with coboundary Ą L
Z, but the
only Reifenberg collections containing all three correspond to the trivial subgroup L “ t0u,
in which case every set X Ą A is a surface with boundary Ą L. (See Proposition 5.0.1
in [HP13].)
(d) There is a canonical choice of L in the case that A is an oriented compact manifold, namely
the subset LZ, and the collection SpA,Rn, LZ,mq is well-behaved and large as described
above. In particular, SpA,R3, LZ, 2q contains Reifenberg’s class G, and when A is a sphere,
Reifenberg’s class of non-retracting surfaces, G˚.
One can replace the appendix of Adams in [Rei60] with results of §2, and this together with the
main body of [Rei60] implies
Theorem 1.0.2. The minimum Hausdorff spherical measure in SpA,Rn, G, L,mq is achieved, and
if X is such a minimizer, then X˚ is contained in the convex hull of A, and contains no proper
subset in SpA,Rn, G, L,mq.
The same regularity results of Reifenberg also hold, in that X˚ will be locally Euclidean Hm almost
everywhere. One can also run the new definition through [Alm68] to achieve the minimization of
elliptic integrands.
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1.1. Some open questions.
(a) For what choice of L Ă HmpXq is it true that if X is a surface with boundary Ą L, then
A Ă XzA? Same question for coboundary.
(b) On the other hand, if A is a pm´ 1q-dimensional R-orientable compact manifold, A Ă XzA,
and X is minimal in the sense of Almgren, then does the algebraic boundary of X project
nontrivially onto each copy of R in Hm´1pAq » ‘R? Same question for coboundary.
(c) If A Ă XzA and X is Almgren minimal, then does the algebraic boundary of X project
nontrivially onto each copy of R as above? Same question for coboundary.
(d) If m “ n´1 and A is a pm´1q-dimensional orientable compact manifold, the condition that
X is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ is slightly relaxed from the definition of “span” using
linking numbers in ( [Har12] [HP13],) since in the linking number definition, LZ need only be
disjoint from the image of those cocycles which are Alexander dual to cycles represented by
embedded circles, and not sums of such. In this vein, one can modify the definition of surface
with coboundary Ą L so that L need only be disjoint from those elements of HkpAq which
extend over X as cocycles Alexander dual to cycles representable by manifolds of a given
topological type. However, this definition seems very difficult to work with. For example,
compare Lemma 2.0.4 with Theorem 5.0.6 of [HP13].
(e) If X is a surface with algebraic boundary K, what is the algebraic coboundary K˚ of X?
Does this duality K ÞÑ K˚ depend on X? Same question with K and K˚ reversed.
(f) If one replaces sets with pairs, the definition can be repeated with relative cohomology: A
pair pX,Y q Ą pA,Bq is a surface with coboundary Ą L if L is disjoint from the image of
ι˚ : Hm´1pX,Y q Ñ Hm´1pA,Bq. Is this definition useful for working with surfaces which
partially span their boundaries?
2. Cohomological spanning lemmas
We now produce a sequence of lemmas, many of whose statements are dual to those found in the
appendix of [Rei60]. We do not assume sets are compact, unless the assumption is made explicit in
the lemma.
Lemma 2.0.1. K˚pA,Aq “ H.
Proof. The identity map on H˜m´1pAq is surjective. 
Lemma 2.0.2. If X is contractible and A Ă X, then K˚pX,Aq “ H˜m´1pAqzt0u.
Proof. By homotopy invariance, X has the reduced cohomology of a point. 
Lemma 2.0.3. Suppose X Ą A and X “ YNi“1Xi where the Xi are disjoint, closed, and contractible.
If m ą 1, then K˚pX,Aq “ Hm´1pAqzt0u.
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Proof. Let Ai “ A XXi. By E-S Ch. I Thm. 13.2c, H
m´1pXq » ‘Ni“1H
m´1pXiq and H
m´1pAq »
‘Ni“1pAiq. Moreover, the square
Hm´1pXq
» //
ιpX,Aq˚

‘Hm´1pXiq
‘ιpXi,Aiq
˚

H˜m´1pAq
» // ‘Hm´1pAiq
(1)
commutes since it does so for each summand of ‘Hm´1pAiq. We may then apply Lemma 2.0.2. 
Lemma 2.0.4. Suppose g : pX,Aq Ñ pY,Bq is continuous. Let LA Ă H˜
m´1pAqzt0u and LB “
pg|˚Aq
´1pLAq. If X is a surface with coboundary Ą LA, then Y is a surface with coboundary Ą LB.
Proof. The proof is evident from the commutativity of the following square:
H˜m´1pXq oo
g˚
ιpX,Aq˚

H˜m´1pY q
ιpY,Bq˚

H˜m´1pAq oo
pg|Aq
˚
H˜m´1pBq.
(2)

Definition 2.0.5. In particular, suppose a continuous map g : U Ñ U is the identity on A Ă U . If
X P SpA,U, L,mq, then gpXq P SpA,U, L,mq. The set gpXq is called a competitor of X in U .
Lemma 2.0.6. Suppose X is a surface with coboundary Ą L. If X Ă Y , then Y is also a surface
with coboundary Ą L.
Proof. The inclusion A ãÑ Y factors through X , so the image of ιpY,Aq˚ is contained in the image
of ιpX,Aq˚. 
Lemma 2.0.7. Let m “ n and suppose A is the unit sphere in Rn. If X Ą A contains the closed
unit ball, then K˚pX,Aq “ H˜n´1pAqzt0u. If X Ą A does not contain the closed unit ball, then
K˚pX,Aq “ H.
Proof. If X contains the closed unit ball B, then Lemmas 2.0.2 and 2.0.6 prove the first statement.
If X does not contain B, then A is a retract of X , and so ιpX,Aq˚ must be surjective. 
Lemma 2.0.8. Suppose f : IˆY Ñ X is a continuous map. Set A0 “ fpt0uˆY q, A1 “ fpt1uˆY q,
and A “ A0 Y A1. Write f0 :“ f tt0uˆY and f1 :“ f tt1uˆY . Suppose f0 is a homeomorphism from
t0u ˆ Y to A0, and that we are given a subset L0 Ă H˜
m´1pA0qzt0u. Then there exists a subset
L1 Ă H˜
m´1pA1qzt0u satisfying two properties:
K˚pX,Aq Y pιpA,A0q
˚q´1pL0q “ K
˚pX,Aq Y pιpA,A1q
˚q´1pL1q
and if X is a surface with coboundary Ą L0, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą L1.
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Proof. Define g : t0u ˆ Y Ñ t1u ˆ Y where gp0, yq “ p1, yq. Let L10 :“ f
˚
0
pL0q Ă H˜
m´1pt0u ˆ Y q
and L11 :“ pg
˚q´1pL10q P H˜
m´1pt1u ˆ Y q. Finally define L1 “ pf
˚
1
q´1pL11q.
Let h P pιpA,A0q
˚q´1pL0q and suppose h R K
˚pX,Aq. That is, suppose h “ ιpX,Aq˚pxq for some
x P H˜pXq. We want to show ιpA,A1q
˚phq P L1. That is, f
˚
1
ιpA,A1q
˚phq P L11. In other words,
g˚f˚
1
ιpA,A1q
˚phq P L10, or
pf˚0 q
´1g˚f˚1 ιpA,A1q
˚ιpX,Aq˚pxq P L0.
Since we have assumed h “ ιpX,Aq˚pxq P pιpA,A0q
˚q´1pL0q, it suffices to show
ιpA,A0q
˚ιpX,Aq˚pxq “ pf˚0 q
´1g˚f˚1 ιpA,A1q
˚ιpX,Aq˚pxq,
which is verified by the fact that ιpX,A0qf0 and ιpX,A1qf1g are homotopic. The other containment
is proved in a similar manner.
For the last assertion, suppose h1 P L1 and h1 “ ιpX,A1q
˚pxq for some x P H˜m´1pXq. By definition
of L1, we know h0 “ pf
˚
0
q´1g˚f˚
1
ph1q P L0. The inclusion map ιpX,A0q is homotopic to ιpX,A1q ˝
f1 ˝ g ˝ f
´1
0
via the homotopy ιpX,Atq ˝ ft ˝ gt ˝ f
´1
0
where At “ fpttu ˆ Y q, ft :“ f tttuˆY and
gtp0, yq “ pt, yq. Thus ιpX,A0q
˚ “ pιpX,A1q ˝ f1 ˝ g ˝ f
´1
0
q˚ “ pf˚
0
q´1g˚f˚
1
ιpX,A1q
˚. Then h0 “
pf˚
0
q´1g˚f˚
1
ph1q “ pf
˚
0
q´1g˚f˚
1
ιpX,A1q
˚pxq “ ιpX,A0q
˚pxq, contradicting our assumption that X
is a surface with coboundary Ą L0. 
It follows from Lemma 2.0.6 that if Z is a surface with coboundary Ą L0, then Z Y fpI ˆ Y q is a
surface with coboundary Ą L1.
Lemma 2.0.9. Suppose X “ YNr“1Xr, A Ă X, and Ar Ă Xr for each r. Let B “ A Yr Ar.
For each r, let Lr Ă H˜
m´1pArqzt0u and suppose Xr is a surface with coboundary Ą Lr. Suppose
L Ă H˜m´1pAqzt0u satisfies
(3) pιpB,Aq˚q´1pLq Ă YrpιpB,Arq
˚q´1pLrq.
Then X is a surface with coboundary Ą L.
Proof. Let k P H˜m´1pXq. Then ιpX,Aq˚k “ ιpB,Aq˚ipX,Bq˚k. By assumption, it suffices to show
that ιpX,Bq˚k is not contained in pιpB,Arq
˚q´1pLrq for each r. In other words, it suffices to show
that ιpX,Arq
˚k is not contained in Lr, or equivalently, ιpXr , Arq
˚ιpX,Xrq
˚k is not contained in Lr.
Indeed, this is true since the image of ιpXr, Arq
˚ is disjoint from Lr by assumption. 
Lemma 2.0.10. Under the same assumptions of Lemma 2.0.9, suppose further that Xr and Ar are
compact for each r, that AXXr Ă Ar for each r, and that Xr XXs “ Ar XAs for r ‰ s. Then
K˚pX,Aq “ tx P H˜m´1pAq : pιpB,Aq˚q´1pxq Ă YrpιpB,Arq
˚q´1pK˚pXr, Arqqu.
Proof. By Lemma 2.0.9, tx P H˜m´1pAq : pιpB,Aq˚q´1pxq Ă YrpιpB,Arq
˚q´1pK˚pXr, Arqqu Ă
K˚pX,Aq. To show the reverse inclusion, we chase the diagram below. The unlabeled maps are
given by inclusions, the rows and column are exact (E-S Ch. I Thm. 8.6c,) and the isomorphism is
due to excision: Assuming N “ 2, the isomorphism follows from E-S Ch. I Thm. 14.2c and Ch. X
Thm. 5.4. The general case follows from induction on N . The triangle commutes by functoriality,
the top “square” commutes because δ is a natural transformation, and the bottom square commutes
because it does so on each summand of ‘HmpXr, Arq. Thus, the diagram commutes.
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Let x P K˚pX,Aq and suppose p P pιpB,Aq˚q´1pxq. Suppose there is no r such that ιpB,Arq
˚ppq P
K˚pXr, Arq. Then y “ ‘pιpB,Arq
˚qppq P im ‘ ιpXr, Arq
˚. Since the bottom row of the diagram
is exact, p‘δqpyq “ 0, hence δp “ 0, hence δx “ 0. But the left column is exact, and this gives a
contradiction, since by assumption x is not in the image of ιpX,Aq˚.
HmpX,Aq
OO
δ
gg
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
H˜m´1pAq
OO gg
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
H˜m´1pXq // H˜m´1pBq

δ // HmpX,Bq
–

‘H˜m´1pXrq // ‘H˜
m´1pArq
‘δ
// ‘HmpXr, Arq.
(4)

Lemma 2.0.11. Suppose A,X and C are compact, with X P SpA,Rn, L,mq and C˚ X A “ H. If
Y Ą X X frC is a surface with coboundary Ą K˚pX X C,X X frCq, then pXzC˚q Y Y is a surface
with coboundary Ą L.
Proof. Let X1 “ X X C, A1 “ X X frC, X2 “ XzC˚, and A2 “ AY A1. Let L1 “ K
˚pX1, A1q and
L2 “ K
˚pX2, A2q. By Lemma 2.0.10,
K˚pX,Aq “
!
x P H˜m´1pAq : pιpA2, Aq
˚q´1pxq Ă
`
pιpA2, A1q
˚q´1L1
˘
Y L2
)
.
Now apply Lemma 2.0.9, using the set Y in place of X1. The result follows, since L Ă K
˚pX,Aq. 
Lemma 2.0.12. Suppose A “ A1YA2 where A1 and A2 are compact. Let D “ A1XA2 and suppose
B Ą D is compact. Let m ě 2. Suppose the homomorphism ιpB,Dq˚ : H˜m´2pBq Ñ H˜m´2pDq is
zero. Then
pιpA YB,Aq˚q´1pHm´1pAqzt0uq Ă Yi“1,2pιpA YB,Ai YBq
˚q´1pHm´1pAi YBqzt0uq.
Proof. SupposeD is non-empty. The map pA,A1, A2q Ñ pAYB,A1YB,A2YBq is a map of compact,
and hence proper triads (E-S Ch. X Thm 5.4,) and thus carries the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence
of the second into the first (E-S 15.4c.) Chase the resulting commutative diagram, observing that
Yi“1,2pιpAYB,AiYBq
˚q´1pHm´1pAiYBqzt0uq “ pι
˚
1
, ι˚
2
q´1pHm´1pA1YBq‘H
m´1pA2YBqzt0uq:
H˜m´2pBq
0

∆ // Hm´1pAYBq

pι˚
1
,ι˚
2
q
// Hm´1pA1 YBq ‘H
m´1pA2 YBq

H˜m´2pDq
∆ // Hm´1pAq // Hm´1pA1q ‘H
m´1pA2q.
(5)
If D is empty, then we still have the right hand commuting square, and the map out of Hm´1pAq is
an isomorphism, and in particular, injective. This proves the lemma. 
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Lemma 2.0.13. Suppose A “ YNr“0Ar, where each Ar is compact. Let Dr “ A0XAr, 1 ď r ď N
and suppose Ar X As “ H, 1 ď r ă s ď N . Let m ě 2. For each 1 ď r ď N , suppose Br Ą Dr is
compact and that the homomorphism ιpBr, Drq
˚ : H˜m´2pBrq Ñ H˜
m´2pDrq is zero. Furthermore,
suppose that the intersection Ar XBs is empty for all 1 ď r ă s ď N . Let
C “ AYNr“1 Br,
C0 “ A0 Y
N
r“1 Br, and
Cr “ Ar YBr, 1 ď r ď N.
Then
pιpC,Aq˚q´1pHm´1pAqzt0uq Ă YNr“0pιpC,Crq
˚q´1pHm´1pCrqzt0uq.
Proof. For 0 ď k ď N´1, let Ek “ A0Y¨ ¨ ¨YAkYBk`1Y¨ ¨ ¨YBN , and Let EN “ A. For 1 ď k ď N ,
we may apply Lemma 2.0.12 to the sets “A1” “ Ak, “A2” “ A0 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ak´1 Y Bk`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y BN ,
and “B” “ Bk, since the assumption Ak X Bj “ H for all 1 ď k ă j ď N guarantees that
“A1”X “A2” “ Dk. The following inclusion therefore holds for all 1 ď k ď N :
pιpEk YBk, Ekq
˚q´1pHm´1pEkqzt0uq Ă
pιpEk YBk, Ek´1q
˚q´1pHm´1pEk´1qzt0uq Y pιpEk YBk, Ckq
˚q´1pHm´1pCkqzt0uq.
Taking the inverse image in Hm´1pCq of the above sets by the map ιpC,Ek YBkq
˚, this yields
pιpC,Ekq
˚q´1pHm´1pEkqzt0uq Ă
pιpC,Ek´1q
˚q´1pHm´1pEk´1qzt0uq Y pιpC,Ckq
˚q´1pHm´1pCkqzt0uq.
The result follows from downward induction on k starting at k “ N , since EN “ A and E0 “ C0. 
Lemma 2.0.14. Suppose A “ YNr“0Ar where each Ar is compact. Let Dr “ Ar´1 X Ar, 1 ď
r ď N and suppose Ar X As “ H if |r ´ s| ą 1. Let
3 m ą 2. For each 1 ď r ď N , suppose
Br Ą Dr is compact and that the homomorphism ιpBr , Drq
˚ : Hm´2pBrq Ñ H
m´2pDrq is zero. Let
B0 “ BN`1 “ H, and suppose further that Br X Ar´1 “ Dr and Br X As “ H for all 1 ď r ď N
and 0 ď s ă r ´ 1. Let
C “ AYNr“1 Br,
C´1 “ Y
N
r“1Br, and
Cr “ Br YAr YBr`1, 0 ď r ď N.
Then
pιpC,Aq˚q´1pHm´1pAqzt0uq Ă YNr“´1pιpC,Crq
˚q´1pHm´1pCrqzt0uq.
Furthermore, if Br XBs “ H for all r ‰ s, then
pιpC,Aq˚q´1pHm´1pAqzt0uq Ă YNr“0pιpC,Crq
˚q´1pHm´1pCrqzt0uq.
Proof. For 0 ď k ď N , let Ek “ A0 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YAk YBk`1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YBN`1. Let E´1 “ C´1 and D0 “ H.
For 1 ď k ď N , let us apply Lemma 2.0.12 to the sets “A1” “ Ak, “A2” “ A0Y¨ ¨ ¨YAk´1YBk`1Y
¨ ¨ ¨ Y BN`1, and “B” “ Bk Y Bk`1. For k “ 0, use “A1” “ A0, “A2” “ C´1, and “B” “ B1. We
may do so, because our assumption on the intersections Br XAs imply “A1”X “A2” “ Dk YDk`1.
This union being disjoint, the homomorphism ιp“B”, “D”q˚ “ ιpBk Y Bk`1, Dk YDk`1q
˚ is given
3Note the strict inequality.
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by the direct sum ιpBkYBk`1, Dkq
˚‘ ιpBkYBk`1, Dk`1q
˚, both of which are zero. As in the proof
of Lemma 2.0.13, the following inclusion therefore holds for all 0 ď k ď N :
pιpC,Ekq
˚q´1pHm´1pEkqzt0uq Ă
pιpC,Ek´1q
˚q´1pHm´1pEk´1qzt0uq Y pιpC,Ckq
˚q´1pHm´1pCkqzt0uq.
This gives the first conclusion. If Br XBs “ H for all r ‰ s, then by additivity,
pιpC,C´1q
˚q´1pHm´1pC´1qzt0uq “ YrpιpC,Brq
˚q´1pHm´1pBrqzt0uq.
For each r, we have pιpC,Brq
˚q´1pHm´1pBrqzt0uq Ă pιpC,Crq
˚q´1pHm´1pCrqzt0uq by functoriality,
thus giving the second conclusion. 
Lemma 2.0.15. If the topological dimension dimpAq of A is ď m´ 2, then Hm´1pAq “ 0.
Proof. if m “ 1, the result is trivial. if m ą 1, then every open cover U admits a refinement V of
order ď m´2 ( [HW48] Theorem V 1.) The nerve N of V is then a simplicial complex of dimension
ď m ´ 2, and so if x P Hm´1pAq is represented by a simplicial cochain on the nerve of U , it must
pull back to the zero cochain on N . Thus, x “ 0. 
Lemma 2.0.16. If Hm´1pAq “ 0, then Hm´1pAq “ 0.
Proof. If m “ 1, the result is trivial. If m ą 1, then dimpAq ď m´2 by [HW48] Theorem VII 3. 
Lemma 2.0.17. Suppose X is compact and X “ limÐÝXi, where tXiu is a system of compact surfaces
with coboundary Ą L, directed under inclusion. Then X is a surface with coboundary Ě L.
Proof. By continuity of Cˇech cohomology, the obvious map limÝÑ H˜
m´1pXiq Ñ H˜
m´1pXq is an iso-
morphism, and in particular a surjection, so the image of ιpX,Aq˚ is the union of the images of
ιpXi, Aq
˚. 
Lemma 2.0.18. If tXiu is a sequence of compact surfaces with coboundary Ą L and Xi Ñ X in
the Hausdorff metric, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą L.
Proof. By Lemma 2.0.6, the sets Yj “ X YY
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i“jXi satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.0.17. 
Lemma 2.0.19. If pX,Aq is compact and X is a surface with coboundary Ě L, then X˚ Y A is a
surface with coboundary Ě L.
Proof. The inclusion of A into X factors through X˚ Y A, so it suffices to show ιpX,X˚ Y Aq˚ :
H˜m´1pXq Ñ H˜m´1pX˚YAq is surjective. For ǫ ą 0, letXǫ “ XXΩpX
˚YA, ǫq. SinceHmpXzX˚q “
0, it follows from [HW48] Theorem VII 3 that dimpXzX˚q ď m ´ 1. Since XzXǫ is compact, we
may cover XzXǫ by a finite number of open subsets Ui of X , i “ 1, . . . , n, such that for each i,
Ui Ă Ωppi, ǫ{2q for some pi P XzX
˚, and dimpBUiq ď m´ 2. Define Bǫ “ YNi“1Ui and Cǫ “ XzBǫ.
Then Bǫ and Cǫ are compact, Bǫ Ă XzX
˚, and X˚ YA Ă Cǫ Ă Xǫ. Furthermore, since Bǫ X Cǫ “
BpBǫq Ă Yi “ 1
NBUi, it follows from [HW48] Theorem III 1 that dimpBǫXCǫq ď m´ 2. By Lemma
2.0.15, Hm´1pBǫ X Cǫq “ 0. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence applied to the compact triad pX,Bǫ, Cǫq
thus implies that ιpX,Cǫq
˚ : Hm´1pXq Ñ Hm´1pCǫq is surjective. Finally, since X
˚ Y A “ limÐÝCǫ,
the result follows from the continuity of Cˇech cohomology. 
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In fact, the above proof shows that if Y Ă X is compact and contains A, and dimpXzY q ď m ´ 1,
then Y is a surface with coboundary Ą L.
3. Results specific to LR
Theorem 3.0.1. Suppose A is an pm ´ 1q-dimensional closed R-orientable manifold and X is a
compact R-orientable manifold with boundary A, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą LR.
Proof. The result is obvious if m “ 1. Let m ą 1. Since A and X have the homotopy type of CW -
complexes ( [Hat01] Cor A.12,) we may treat the Cˇech cohomology groups involved in the definition
of “surface with coboundary” as singular cohomology groups, since the two theories are naturally
isomorphic. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose there exists φ P LR with ιpX,Aq˚pωq “ φ for
some ω P Hm´1pXq. Writing A “ YAi where the Ai’s are the connected components of A, this
means that there exists j such that ιpX,Ajq
˚ω is a generator of Hm´1pAjq, and ιpX,Aiq
˚ω “ 0 for
all i ‰ j.
Since X is R-orientable, let η P HmpX,Aq be a fundamental class (see [Hat01] p.253.) Then ν “
Bη P Hm´1pAq is a fundamental class for A ( [Hat01] p.260,) and by exactness, ιpX,Aq˚ν “ 0. Write
ν “
ř
ιpA,Aiq˚νi. Then νi is a fundamental class for Ai for each i. We have
0 “ ωpιpX,Aq˚νq
“ ιpX,Aq˚ωpνq
“ φpνq
“
ÿ
φ pιpA,Aiq˚νiq
“
ÿ
ιpA,Aiq
˚φpνiq
“ ιpA,Ajq
˚φpνjq
‰ 0
where the last line follows from Poincare´ duality ( [Hat01] Thm 3.30.) 
By reducing mod 2, the universal coefficient theorem gives the following corollary:
Corollary 3.0.2. If A is an pm ´ 1q-dimensional closed orientable manifold and X is a compact
manifold with boundary A, then X is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.0.1 that X is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ{2Z. Suppose there
exists ω P Hm´1pXq and j such that ιpX,Ajq
˚ω is a generator of Hm´1pAjq, and ιpX,Aiq
˚ω “ 0 for
all i ‰ j. The cohomology class ω gives a homomorphism fω : Hm´1pX ;Zq Ñ Z, and by composing
with the reduction map Z Ñ Z{2Z, a homomorphism f˜ω : Hm´1pX ;Zq Ñ Z{2Z. Since
Hm´1pX ;Z{2Zq Ñ HompHm´1pX ;Zq,Z{2Zq Ñ 0
is exact, the map f˜ω lifts to a cohomology class ω˜ P H
m´1pX ;Z{2Zq. Since rAisZ{2Z, the Z{2Z
fundamental class of Ai, is the reduction mod-2 of rAisZ, the Z fundamental class of Ai, it follows
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from naturality of the universal coefficient theorem and the tensor-hom adjunction that
ιpX,Aiq
˚ω˜
`
rAisZ{2Z
˘
“ ιpX,Aiq
˚f˜ω prAisZq
“ f˜ω pιpX,Aiq˚rAisZq
“ ω pιpX,Aiq˚rAisZq mod 2,
which equals 1 if i “ j and 0 otherwise. In other words, ιpX,Aq˚ω˜ P LZ{2Z, giving a contradiction.

Theorem 3.0.3. Suppose A is an pm´ 1q-dimensional closed orientable manifold. Suppose X is a
compact set which can be written in the form X “ A Y YiXi, where YiXi is a increasing union of
a sequence tXiu of compact manifolds with boundary, such that for each i, BXi YA is the boundary
of a compact manifold with boundary Bi, and such that Bi Ñ A in the Hausdorff metric. Then X
is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ.
Proof. Writing CN “ X YY
8
i“NBi, it suffices to show, by Lemma 2.0.17, that for all N , the set CN
is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ. Since A Ă XN YBN Ă CN , it suffices to show, by Lemma 2.0.6,
that XN YBN is a surface with coboundary Ą L
Z. Indeed it is, since the compact manifold formed
by gluing XN and BN along their common boundary BXN is a manifold with boundary A, and is
thus a surface with coboundary Ą LZ by Corollary 3.0.2. The set XN YBN is the continuous image
of this manifold, and therefore is a surface with coboundary Ą LZ by Lemma 2.0.4. 
Proposition 3.0.4. Suppose A “ A1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YAk, where A1, . . . , Ak are pm´ 1q-dimensional closed
R-orientable manifolds. Suppose that every non-empty intersection of the Ai’s is also a pm ´ 1q-
dimensional closed manifold, or equivalently that every component of A is contained in some Ai.
Then A is a R-orientable closed manifold, and if Xi is a surface with coboundary Ą L
RpAiq, i “
1, . . . κ, then X “ YiXi is a surface with coboundary Ą L
RpAq.
Proof. The equivalence of the assumptions in the second sentence is a consequence of Brouwer’s
invariance of domain theorem [Bro12]. Then A, being the disjoint union of its connected components,
is a R-orientable closed manifold. Moreover, every component of Ai is a component of A, and every
component of A is a component of Ai for some i. The result follows. 
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